
We're the best Family Fair in México,
the Smiles' Fair.
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1.
INTRODUCTORY
INFORMATION





Somos la Feria más familiar de México, 
la Feria de las Sonrisas.

The values we seek are: Joy, Friendship, Harmony, Coexistence, Creativity, Development, Inclusion, 
Innovation, Progress, Solidarity and Tolerance.

c) History / Description of Event
The foundation of the Villa of León took place in 1575 and the first written records of the celebration 
are dated since the years 1753 and 1754 as a religious holiday. But it was not until 1825 that the 
Nation’s Supreme Congress authorized the Villa of León to celebrate an annual fair lasting 8 days. 
The Celebration was taken into account as relevant and in 1857, the First Constituent Congress of 
the Free and Sovereign State of Guanajuato issued a decree authorizing the annual fair to last 12 
days, allowing all type of games, except gambling. As the foundation of León turned 300 years, in 
1876, the celebration added the first handcrafted exhibition, a parade, literature and artistic plays 
were performed as well as recreational activities and games of skill.

By 1962 the Fair was named State Fair and was assigned permanent grounds for its develop-
ment. In 1974 the State Governor assigned a Citizen Committee in charge of organizing, and in 
1993 the Feria Estatal de León, Science Museum and Ecological Park’s Board was created, 
which is an organization decentralized from the Municipal Government which is presided by a 
Citizen Directing Board which does not receive a compensation. It has become a professional-
ly organized event which is a meeting place for locals and foreigners where a varied activity 
and content program is presented; tradition, music, dancing, food, performing arts, literature, 
media presentations, parade, business and sport, among others, for all ages and social class-
es, with a record of attendance to the fairgrounds higher than 5 million. 

a) Event Dates  13 JANUARY – 7 FEBRUARY 2017                 b) Purpose / Mission
The main purpose of the Feria Estatal de León 
(Leon’s State Fair) is to bring smiles to people’s 
lives, understanding that a smile is an expression 
which reflects feelings of wellbeing and positive 
attitudes, strengthening harmony, tolerance, 
inclusion and identity within our society.
A daily challenge is a past, present and future 
harmonious coexistence, which is reflected in 
the preservation of traditions as well as 
presenting innovating proposals in order to 

face the current challenges as a society.

The Mission of the Feria Estatal de León is to 
provide favorable and positive conditions towards 
people and their social cores, in order to get involved 
in learning, coexisting and interacting activities 
within a festive environment which will contribute to 
the economic, social, cultural and touristic progress, 
framed by the memorial celebration of the founda-
tion of the City of León, Guanajuato.
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

d) Types of Activities Included Under the Festival / 
Event Umbrella
Over 1500 hours of entertainment program in 14 simultaneous venues.  

ENTERTAINMENT                                                            MUSlCAL

VocaPeople. This performance does not require 
musical instruments, every sound is produced 
by vocal chords.

Acua By Illusion On Ice. Speed prints a unique 
feature to the performing art on ice.

Robert's International Circus. it is a family show 
of great tradition in the Fair and  the city.

Mime: a mime dressed as Charles Chaplin 
amazes visitors in their way, .

Fireworks and Multimedia Show:  Projection on 
a water screen, sound, laser, fireworks and fire.

Amusement Rides: Over 90 different rides for all 
ages, where adrenaline makes people smile.

CULTURAL

Papantla Flying Men: This ceremony is listed as 
Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO.

Ballet Folklórico de Amalia Hernández. Emblem-
atic ensamble, traditional Mexican folk dancing.

Swan Lake Ballet. The National Dance Compa-
ny was the author of this great performance.

Literature Contest: Poetry, Short Story and 
Historic Essay.

Fair Palenque:  Tradition of cock fighting 
converge with  music performers. 

Victoria Stage:  Focused on popular mexican 
music (194 thousand attendees).

Noche de Opera. Fernando de la Mora, an 
outstanding Mexican tenor.

SPORTS

The smiles’ race:  Brings the sports community 
and the city’s families together. 

The Smiles’ Fair biking event: Throug 5km, this 
free family event brings families together. 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

City of León Anniversary Parade:  Traveling 4 
kilometers, entertaining over 230,000 viewers.

Happiness Buses: over 3,700 children with 
limited means are provided with the experience 
to enjoy the Fair. 

The Fair in the CERESO and juvenile center:
Contents of the Fair  are brought to the popula-
tion of this institutions.

Let’s go to the Fair!: This program brings cultur-
al content to schools and rural communities. 
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e) Overall Revenue and 
Expense Budget:
The current results are very favorable as it is a 
self-supporting event that produces remnants on its 
own and its main funding sources are private, having 
government support in a minimum way. For this 
year’s Feria de León edition there were:

       Revenue:    US$ 6,328,301.78 
      Expenses:   US$ 3,951,048.24

f) Estimated Economic Impact:

With help of the touristic activity indicators given 
by the Secretariat for Tourism of the State of 
Guanajuato, as well as the General Management of 
Tourism and Hospitality of the City of León, during 
this last 2017 State Fair, an economic revenue for 

 US$ 69,054,054.05
As a result we contributed to a 12% increase in 
Hotel occupancy in the city.

g) Attendance Numbers and Demographics:
The Feria Estatal de León is one of the most visited on a national scale. In this last edition the people 

reached by the event was 5 million 875 thousand 838 individuals.  
  

h) Volunteer Count & Demographics: 
The Feria Estatal de León is organized by the Feria Estatal de León, Science Museum and Ecological 
Park’s Board, a public organization decentralized from the Municipal Government which is presided 
by a Directing Board of 20 volunteer representatives.

The members of the Board’s Directing Council, voluntarily and without receiving any economical 
retribution, provide many hours of work. Also the fairground’s management throughout the year, 
relations with municipal, state and federal government agencies, as well as the organization and 
operation course of the Fair and Ecological Park. .

..........16 to 18 

............19 to 25

AGE (YEARS) 

............26 to 32

...........33 to 39

...........40 to 46

...........47 to 53

...........54 to 60

...........60 and beyond.

GENDER 

...........Female 

...............Male

...........Edo. Mex.

............Jalisco

STATES  

............Querétaro

............Michoacán

...........Sinaloa

...........Nayarit

...........Rest of the country.

COUNTRIES 

...........USA  

...........Brazil

...........Slovakia
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GENERAL SERVICES SHOW AND EVENT MANAGEMENT

MARKETING

HUMAN RESOURCES GENERAL MANAGEMENT

EXPLORA PARK ADMINISTRATION

MERCHANDISING

SAFETY AND SURVEILLANCE

j) Founding / Incorporation Date 
and Management System:

The Feria Estatal de León is organized by the Feria 
Estatal de León, Science Museum and Ecological Park’s 
Board, a public organization decentralized from the 
Municipal Government which was formed in 1993. 

The Directing Board is the highest authority and 
consists of 20 volunteer representatives from the 
business, social, academic and government sector. 

The Directing Board has a Chairperson, a Secre-
tary and a Treasurer, as well as the specialized 
committees that together with the Board’s 
General Director, are involved in defining 
operation work plans for each area. Currently 
the Chairperson’s post is performed by the 
Engineer Gabriel Pérez Navarro.

.......................................................................................................INTRODUCTORY INFORMATIONi) Staffing Numbers and Positions:
The Feria Estatal de León and Ecological Park’s Board has 120 base employees, and 
during the period of the event, the Feria de León 994 temporary employees are hired, 
which are designated to the following areas:

 
                                            

vv

POSITION                              SPACES
Container Supervisor            2
Cleaning                                  364
Restroom Area Supervisor            12
Fair Area Supervisor           12
Driver                                        6
Storekeeper                                         4
Delivery man                             4
Carrier                                         18
Atention and Service                2
Master                                                5
Hydraulic Master                           15
Mason assistant                                 5
Hydraulic assistant                    2
TOTAL SPACES                             465

POSITION                             SPACES
Logistics Coordinator         6
Information Modules         17
Area Manager                         3
Logistics                                   127
School Visits                          16
Day care                                         7
Public Address assistant                4
TOTAL SPACES                          180

POSITION                              SPACES
Graphic design                            1
Media                                       1
TOTAL SPACES                         2

POSITION                              SPACES
Management assistant                 1
TOTAL SPACES                        1

POSITION                              SPACES
Support Staff                 2
Cashier             1
Supervisors              4
Doors             43
Ticket office              48
TOTAL SPACES              98

POSITION                              SPACES
HR Assistants              6
TOTAL SPACES            6

POSITION                              SPACES
Cashier            1
Logistics             5
Area Manager     1
TOTAL SPACES   7

POSITION                            SPACES
Assistants         7
Chief Inspector         1
Inspectors         69
Pabellón Gto Supervisor          2
Area Manager                        5
TOTAL SPACES                       84

POSITION                                SPACES
Security Guards                        151
TOTAL SPACES                         151
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                                            2. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:

                                    a) Promotional / Marketing Campaign 
& Media Outreach:

The Marketing Campaign of the 2017 León Fair’s purpose was to create strategies that would 
allow us to reach new audiences in Mexico and crossover to international markets, neverthe-
less, the León Fair State’s event development remains underpinned to its local and regional 
audience, hence its firm commitment to create strategic development projects, based on 
innovation, but at the same time allowing us to optimize employees resources, which will 
allow to contribute to the city’s economy, as the flagship event in the local entertainment 
industry.

Our motto in this last 2017 edition and the next, will always focus on being the FAIR OF 
SMILES, as an inclusive and forefront space in the city, that will promote healthy coexistence 
among other people without any regard to the their social class and above all, to continue 
promoting family values. 

The reach of the Marketing Campaign during the 2017 edition was complemented by a 
strategic area of The USA due to the great networking that we have with this Country, specif-
ically in the cities of Los Angeles, Chicago and San Diego, supporting the touristic industry, 
in order to be a promoter of travel and encourage touristic growth in the State. 

8 75 194
Daily flights 

to CDMX
International flights Average weekly

 flights



We used 20 billboards distributed in 6 cities around 
our event.

Mobile billboards traveling for 10 hours throughout 
26 days.

Boards at public bus stops in the city of León.

A campaign involving flyer distributors, bicycles and 
signs on streets in the city of León.

Informative banners distributed inside the city of 
León.

Local and regional open television.

Cable TV.

18 local and regional radio broadcasters.

12 local and regional newspapers. 

The Marketing campaign added the following:

230 press releases on local news.

45 bulletin press releases.

112 live radio broadcasts at the site. 

94 interviews on local, regional, national and 
international media.
334 national press releases. 

1,470 spots on television.

12,000 spots on local and national radio.

The coverage during the event was:

The campaign also included digital media such as; a website, mobile apps, own social 
media channels and high impact platforms such as Google, high distribution newspa-
pers social media.

.

We developed campaigns together with Government Institutions in a local and state 
level, as well as the touristic sector such as travel agencies, airlines and overland trans-
port.

We linked advertising with our sponsors in order to activate advertisement of the Feria 
Estatal de León on their website. 

We performed familiarization trips with national and international media.
We were visited by opinion leaders of the television and radio industry.
We carried out 3 press conferences to present the event. 

All these actions translate into  US$ 663, 585.35 ROI

..........................................................................................................................................................................................ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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                                                            b) Website / Social Media /
 Multi-Media Program / Campaign

Digital communication is a priority for the Feria Estatal de León, therefore we are on the following social 
media:

The Feria Estatal de León’s official app: 

Following digital communication trends and acknowledging the importance that the use of Smartphones 
represents today, the Fair’s Board decided to launch for the first time, an app which allowed the user to 
know all of the activities within the Fair, such as the program, supply and special offers. 

 

Twitter: 65,500 followers, interacting with 
7,500 references, and 1,015,817 impres-
sions with an 8.8% increase.

Instagram: 21,200 followers presenting a 
42% increase.
 
Snapchat: increasing 12% achieving an 
average of 723 followers per day.

Facebook: 300,000 fans, from which 
150,000 live in the city of León.

CAMPAÑA DIGITAL

19,844,545 national hits
1000,000 international

OFFICIAL WEBSITE
361,250 visitas

650,000 users
    65,000 followers

2,301,7147 views    

TARGET AUDIENCE
20 to 45 yo.

OFFICIAL APP
            7,800 users

CONTENTS
          Over 7,000,000 users

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................



                                                                                          CASH                                 IN KIND

SUPER Q S.A. DE C.V.                                            US $15,953.42

BANORTE                                                                US $67,567.56 

TORRES CUERVO                                                  US $56,756.75                US $8,108.108

ANDREA                                                                  US $10,810.81

TOR ICE                                                                   US $5,675.67

ETN                                                                          US $5,405.40

CORONA                                     Contribution      US $413,513.51                  

                                                 Group Support      US $45,945.94

                                       Advertising Support                                                US $72,972.97

TELCEL                                                                    US $459,459.45                                                                   

                                                                                 US $62,702.70

                                                    Artistic Shows   US $277,837.83

                                                                 Parade   US $19,459.45

                                                         Sales rights   US $178,378.37

                                          Advertising Support                                              US $32,432.43

                                                                                 US $475,675.67                        

HEB                                                                          US $14,594.59

PRIMERA PLUS                                                      US $16,216.21

CAJA POPULAR MEXICANA                                 US $77,297.297

UBER                                                                         US $14,594.59

INTERJET                                                                 US $16,216.216            

MELOX                                                                      US $3,513.51

FLEXI                                                                         US $8,108.10

VOLARIS                                                                                                             US $4,054.05

TOTAL                                                                    US $1,310,548.01            US $117,567.56        

                                                                                                                          

c) Overall Sponsorship Program
In last years’ edition of the Feria Estatal de León, a total of 17 sponsors were attracted, 
who provided and contributed in an economical or in kind way, a considerable amount to 
the successful development of the event. 

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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 d) Critical Component Programs

I. Volunteer Program: 

The Feria Estatal de León has a Directing Board which consists of 20 members 
from different social and corporate strata, who, voluntarily spend their time and 
work together to ensure the appropriate operative performance of the Fair.

Up until the 2017th edition, the 
decision not to work with volunteers 
in the event’s operative processes, it 
is based in a job boosting and encour-
aging strategy in a difficult economic 
season (after christmas expenses, 

Three wisemen’s day and before the 
beginning of school), this way we are 
able to help the economic boost of 
low income sectors as well as 
students and university students.

...............................................................................................................................................................................ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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II. Green Program: 

The environmental program of the Feria Estatal de 
León involves the following fields:

Air Quality:

The Fair’s Board, coordinating directly with the Ecologi-
cal Institute of the State of Guanajuato, and the General 
Management of Environment of the City of León, imple-
mented the atmosphere monitoring policy, therefore 
readings of concentration levels of particles in the atmos-
phere of the city were received and in case these readings 
were within the authorized parameters by Mexican Law, 
they would proceed to perform the Pyrotechnic detona-
tions.

Solid residue handling: 

The residue handling during the Feria Estatal de León event, 
is divided in the following processes:

Approximately 650 tons of non-recoverable material was 
provided at the landfill during the following periods:

Concentration of primary bins. 
Primary bin recolection, to secondary bins.
Residue concentration in a confined space.
Residue separation.
Separated residue recolection. 

40.87 tons of recoverable material were obtained :

Pet.........................................................................7.44 tons
Cartboard..............................................................32.43 tons
Aluminium.............................................................1.00 tons

Explora Ecological Park: 

Since 1994 the Feria Estatal de León and Ecological Park Board subsidizes the mainte-
nance operation of a free 44.47 acre public lung, offering green areas with trees, as well 
as a 2.47 acre lake that contains an aquatic ecosystem. 

The water used for watering the Park comes from a water residue treatment 
plant, as the cleaning process is over, the water is poured into the lake to be 
pumped into the Park’s watering system towards the inside of the park, 
which makes the responsibility and social commitment an axis to follow.

20.74 581.78 48.08
Before the fair During the fair     After the fair

..................................................................................................................................................................................................ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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III. Educational Program: 

Within the educational activities that the Feria Estatal de León has, there is an Innovation 
hall, which was developed by the Innovation Science and Superior Education Secretariat 
of the State of Guanajuato, where visitors of the Fair were able to get to know the 25 differ-
ent technologically based and high impact Mexican enterprises in the State, which 
promote and encourage technological innovation, and where participants in the different 
approaching and involving dynamics with different Technological and Innovation Parks, as 
well as attending different talks presented within the program, and know the educational 
supply from superior education schools of the State of Guanajuato. 

                                                                                  IV.     Children’s Program:

The Feria Estatal de León and Ecological Park Board through their event always seeks to 
include interactive activities with children, therefore this last edition of the Fair, the following 
activities focused on a main pilar of the audience were presented: 

Triaca: A trained dog exhibition 
seeking to sensitize children 
regarding appropriate canine 
care, hygiene, as well as create 
awareness about the responsibil-
ity with the environment.

Cultural Kiosk: It is a 
place which is focused on 
promoting cultural activi-
ties intended to bring 
them closer in an enter-
taining manner towards 
children who attended the 
Fair. As a part of these 
activities, we can find: 
Puppet workshops, story-
tellers, music and dance 
classes. 

Sky Zone: As one of the activi-
ties together with Coca Cola, in 
a 2,368 ft2  area, a free trampo-
line section was assembled for 
all children.

Imax Theater: The Fair’s Board 
hired Centro de Ciencias Explora 
(Explora Science Center), to 
project the movie “Dragons 2D”, in 
their Imax theater, which was 
projected throughout the 26 days 
duration of the event, free for every 
guest of the Fair. 

Sunday Performances at the Foro 
del Lago (Lake Forum): During 4 
Sundays, special performances 
where presented for the family’s 
little ones, including music 
recitals, dancing and plays.  

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS..............................................................................................................................................................................................



SECTOR 1
51 fixed spaces for food and beverage
3 spaces for food and beverage (AB)
SECTOR 2
134 fixed spaces for food and beverage
15 spaces for food and beverage(AB)
SECTOR 3
-53 fixed spaces for food and beverage
-11 fixed spaces for food and beverage.
SECTOR 4
-50 fixed spaces for food and beverage
-15 spaces for food and beverage
SECTOR 5
- 18 fixed spaces for food and beverage
SECTOR 6 
- 14 fixed spaces for food and beverage
- 3 spaces for food and beverage

A main component of the Feria Estatal de León is 
related to local, state and national cuisine, repre-
sented with a vast diversity of delicacies and 
culinary delights available to all guests.

For the first time, the Feria de León presented the 
First Culinary Festival, which was taken further 
than the Fair’s grounds, seeking to advertise the 
culinary variety that is found at the event, in differ-
ent strategic places of the city, in order to bring 
the Fair’s flavors closer to our foreign guests or 
even people who do not have the chance to visit 

the Fair.

V. Food & Beverage Program  
The spaces provided for food and beverage 
were distributed in 6 sectors, which are 
listed and attached with a unified image 
and structure:

FESTIVAL
GASTRONÓMICO



SECTOR 1
51 fixed spaces for food and beverage
3 spaces for food and beverage (AB)
SECTOR 2
134 fixed spaces for food and beverage
15 spaces for food and beverage(AB)
SECTOR 3
-53 fixed spaces for food and beverage
-11 fixed spaces for food and beverage.
SECTOR 4
-50 fixed spaces for food and beverage
-15 spaces for food and beverage
SECTOR 5
- 18 fixed spaces for food and beverage
SECTOR 6 
- 14 fixed spaces for food and beverage
- 3 spaces for food and beverage
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V. Entertainment Program  

FECHA                   ARTISTA

January 13th          Carlos Rivera
January 14th        Edith Marquez
January 15th   Remy Valenzuela
January16th         Gilberto Gless
January 17th                Río Roma
January 18th                     Ha Ash
January 19th      Ángeles Azules
January 20th           Pepe Aguilar
January 21st           Pepe Aguilar
January 22nd    Pancho Barraza
January 23rd   Los Comediantes
January 24th                          Reik
January 25th            Aida Cuevas
January 26th         OV7 y KABAH
January 27th  Emanuel/ Mijares
January 28th         Paulina Rubio
January 29th                          CD9 
January 29th               Banda MS
January 30th                   Napoleón
January 31st            Grupo Duelo
February 1st  Variedad Sorpresa
February 2nd              Gloria Trevi
February 3rd       Alex Fernández
February 4th       Alex Fernández
February 5th                Los Plebes 
February 6th        Chuy Lizárraga
February 7th               María José

PALENQUE

A concert hall built as a colliseum 
for more intimate and relatable 
performances. The artists we see 
here are the ones topping 
Mexico's music charts. 

TEATRO
DEL PUEBLO

Popular mexican music is a distinction 
of this particular stage, a place to 
dance and have a great time with the 
best spectacles.  

FECHA                             ARTISTA

January 13th Espinoza Paz
January 14th      Noche Norteño Banda
January 15th Tributo al Rock
January16th Yaguarú
January 17th Noche de Cumbia
January 18th Roberto Jr
January 19th                    Los Valedores-
January 20th     7ma  Arturo Sepúlveda
January 21th Banda Rebelde
January 22nd Excelencia Banda
January 23rd Cuisillos
January 24th José Julián 
January 25th Invasores de NL
January 26th Paty Cantú
January 27th Festival Electrónico
January 28th Temo Marquez/Candela
January 29th  Lirio, R7 y Centenario
January 30th      Imponente/Tronadora 
January 31st Los Recoditos
February 1st Ballet Amalia Hernández
February 2nd Banda Traviesa 
February 3rd Sonora Tropicana
February 4th Banda Trancazo
February 5th Tecateando 
February 6th Banda Rancho Viejo
February 7th Banda el Recodo

FECHA ARTISTA

January 13th       Coros y Orquesta Sinfónica 
January 14th Espumas y Terciopelo
January 15th Luis Delgadillo
January 19th Los Leones del Danzón
January 20th                Fernando de la Mora 
January 21th       Homenaje a Juan Gabriel
January 22nd ¡México, mi mero Mole!
January 26th      Ballet Folklorico de la UG
January 27th Escena Jazz
January 28th                 Rock  ARGENTUM
January 29th KAMANALI 
February 2nd Lago de los Cisnes
February 3rd Lago de los Cisnes
February 4th Mexicanísimo
February 5th Peter Pan
February 7th          Big Band Jazz QRO.

FORO DEL LAGO

A sublime stage where a great diversity 
of concerts and first class shows take 

place.

FORO VOCA / FORO AQUA

We'll be delighted by our international 
performers every day during the whole fair. 
Each show, has their own stage built to suit 
their specifications, concerning lighting, 
spacing, and even satisfying the need for an 
ice skating rink.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS





VII. Community Outreach Program:  

One of the essential commitments for the fair management, is to support diverse institutions and 
join good causes that benefit the community. That is why during last edition of Feria Estatal de 
León, 49 commercial spaces were granted to different non profit organizations.

The Fair in the CERESO and juvenile center:
A Program that has been carried out for almost 25 years; where contents of the Fair such 
as music, dancing and clowns in shows are brought to the population which is in the 
process of readapting to society.

Let’s go to the Fair!
As it is not always possible for people to make it to the Fair, this program brings cultur-
al content to schools and rural communities of the city so they can also participate 
and enjoy the Fair.
 

City of León Anniversary Parade: 
The theme for this past edition was “Magic 
of Stories”, where over 900 people were 
involved, 14 floats and pedestrian crews in 
reference to the different stories around 
the world, traveling 4 kilometers and enter-
taining over 230 thousand viewers.

Happiness Buses: 
Star program of the Fair, where over 3,700 
children with limited means and from under-
served communities within the State of Guana-
juato are provided with the experience to enjoy 
the Fair. The transport and a snack is fully 
sponsored by different entrepreneurs who are 
interested in supporting and cooperating for a 
social responsibility.
 

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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VIII. Merchandise Program  



IX. Emergency Preparedness Program:IX. Emergency Preparedness Program:

The Board of the Feria Estatal de León and Parque 
Ecológico, together with the Municipal Traffic 
Police Direction, invested in buying paint, solvents, 
accessories, signs, plates and vynils to adapt in the 
streets nearby the fairgounds with the purpose of 
coordinating them and to be in safe conditions 
during the event Feria de León. 

We had a permanent service of 5 ambu-
lances which were located in strategic 
points of the fairgrounds for its fast 
response before any emergency. Just as 
well, we provided medical attention from 
trained doctors and nurses who through 
the three adapted modules for giving atten-
tion to medical consultation and a broad 
Schedule coverage, helped more tan 800 
people.

24

We worked together with the 3 govern-
ment levels, where they intervened:

Federal:
 Army
 Federal Preventive Police
State:
 Secretary of Safety
 Public Safety Forces
 Ministerial Police
 State Traffic Police
        Police Officer
Municipal:
 Municipal Traffic Police
 Municipal Police
      Police Officers
     Firefighters

As part of the targets the Fair Management has, is to maintain the safeguard of the visitors during the event of the Feria de León, that 
is the reason why in the past edition, we worked together with the Government Branches with the purpose of following the same 
strategic line in matters of safety, said strategy allowed every area involved in the operation of the event to be trained to face any emer-
gency.

There were two weekly work meetings previews and during the event, coordinated by a person who acted as a link of safety with the 
authorities, as well as responsible of internal safety of the Fair Management. 

An operations and control center was installed where there had constantly been reports of the incidents risen at the event. This 
allowed us to make the best decisions and to have an accurate control of the fairground. 



e) Special Programs 

Inside the program and special activities made by the Fair 
Management during the Feria Estatal de León, there is the 
programming of school visits to the shows and the fair’s attrac-
tions. Such visits are from urban schools, rural ones and some 
others of special education. 

The previously mentioned has the target to strengthen the link 
and commitment between the institution and children students 
who do not have the possibility to visit the Fair. This is why the 
Fair assumes the expenses for transportation, entrance to 
shows and access to rides.

In this past edition, more tan 200,030 children were welcome. They 
could enjoy their visit to the fair, attend to the international shows and 
get on the rides.  
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4. Supporting Questions: 

What did you do to update/change the event from the year before? 

International Show by “Voca People”

The show chosen to perform in 2017 was Voca People from Israel. 
They present amazing vocal sounds a capella singing with the art of 
beat boxing and with which they achieve to generate a broad range of 
sounds and instruments but all made with the human voice. Voca 
People are amicable aliens from Voca planet, beyond the Sun, where all 
communications are made through music and vocal expressions. 
Regardless, this show is not only centered in music, but also the inter-
action with the audience, this generates fun moments which gives 
green light to filling the visitors’ faces with smiles.

Fair’s Gastronomic Festival

The Feria Estatal de León contains a great variety and diversity of food 
within the facilities, from simple dishes as well as tacos and tortas, 
until the most complex ones such as roast kid and Brazilian spades. 
There are the dishes which are offered exclusively at the Feria Estatal 
de León and have been positioned in the fairgoers taste. Moreover, the 
facilities where said dishes are offered varies from a 6 x 2 m stall to eat 
standing up, until a restaurant with a capacity of 200 customers.

One of the challenges was to get a bigger integration and link with a 
great offer from local restaurant stalls which do not participate in the 
Feria Estatal de León, that's why an initiative for a gastronomy festival 
around the city was managed through the intervention of CANIRAC 
(Industry Chamber of prepared food and restaurants), the state tourism 
and the local tourism, so that during the time the Feria Estatal de León 
takes place, the participating restaurants would adopt a menu from the 
fair which includes typical dishes and identified with the fair dishes but 
adapted by their own chefs. This first edition of the gastronomic 
festival, 16 local restaurants participates and chose different special 
gastronomic specialties to include to their menus.

Activation of the sponsored RV experience
Digital activities can't stay out of entertainment events. These days, 
more and more people are interacting with devices, which allow new 
experiences such as Virtual Reality. Working together with one of our 
sponsors, we fixed to have a tower which would allow legal aged 
people to be suspended in the air and make an aerial tour of the fair 
through a pair of virtual reality glasses. The activity was successful 
and by being set at the restaurants and bars area, it allowed a great 
deal of youngsters to enjoy this great digital experience. 

Resting Area and Food (Shades, benches and foodtrucks)
One of the most frequent complaints we received was the lack of 
shaded spaces for people to sit down and rest. By 2017, rehabilitated a 
space which allowed us to offer a nice and attractive space with tables, 
benches and food offers, all covered with fabric that generated a shade 
where families could eat, rest and enjoy the broadcast of soccer match-
es as well as Street shows which were presented at the adjacent zone.

Modified Layout for a better mobility
In 2016 the high volume of pedestrian traffic got to cause mobility 
conflicts to the interior certain zones of the facilities. That’s why for the 
2017 we analyze the problems and generated modifications to the 
layout of most conflictive zones. The solutions made us eliminate 
certain commercial spaces that generated income, nevertheless, 
safety for the visitors is always above economical benefit.

Face Recognition control through mobile devices.
When we think of improving the events, we always think of improve-
ments to the final user, nevertheless, at the Feria Estatal de León, we 
are convinced that the improvements not only must be outwards but 
also inwards the organization. This year, we decided that all our person-
nel must check-in, according to their work Schedule, on a facial recogni-
tion system, which operates through mobile devices. These devices 
made it easier for the supervisor to help them check-in and for Human 
Resources department, it is much more agile the paycheck making by 
having personnel incidents automatically.
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What makes the event stand out as an internationally recognized event? 

The Feria Estatal de León is the best and biggest family oriented fair in 
all Mexico. It's more than 5 million visits to the fairgrounds during all 26 
days it lasts, is positioned as a unique space of harmonious coexist-
ence for people of all ages. It is an inclusive site where different social 
and economical sectors not only from the city but also from cities 
around, meet.

Since 1825 and along these years, a tradition amongst the inhabitants 
of León and its fair has been forged, so much, that nowadays the Feria 
Estatal de León means a cultural and intangible element, which gener-
ates identity and belonging for all community. 

The premises for maintaining an event financially self-sustainable but 
with an excellent relationship cost-benefit, forces us to maintain our 
entrance price accessible. Adults pay USD $0.60, kids lower than 1.4 m 
high enter for free and elderly pay USD $0.32 and at the same time it 
compels us to maintain the quality and innovation in all contents so 
that the audience comes back not only year after year but they also 
attend the fair in more than once for every annual edition. It's worth 
mentioning that by paying the entrance fee, visitors have access 
without any extra cost to two international shows, two musical venues, 
traditional circus without animals, street shows, wrestling, commercial 
expos, handcrafts and livestock, multimedia shows with firework and 
projections among others.

By complementing the offer made to the interior of the fairgrounds, the 
parade that commemorates the city’s foundation anniversary is made 
and financed fully by the Leon State Fair and Ecological Park Council. 
Shows are taken to the penitentiary and juvenile correction center. 
Cultural activities are taken to schools and communities in whom it is 
difficult to pay for. To add up the Leon State Fair is fully committed to 
its community and takes actions in congruence with it. 

Environment is not a fashion or something new. For the Leon State Fair 
and Ecological Park Council, since 1993 we decided to create and take 
responsibility for giving the community a free public park which is fully 

operated with resources generated from the events made or held 
within the facilities. This park made of 49.42 acres, harbours the Explo-
ra Interacting Science Museum which is oriented to provide informa-
tion and interaction with science and Technology in a educational and 
fun way. In addition the board provides an annual subsidy in cash to 
the Explora Interacting Science Museum in order to help with its opera-
tion and maintenance.

Definitely of all the previously mentioned couldn't be done without a 
great team of professionals in charge of the organization of the Feria 
Estatal de León who all year long gather, analyze and evaluate informa-
tion that allows to generate an event which exceeds the expectations 
of our visitors, expositors, sponsors and all stakeholders. Such profes-
sionalism has taken us to be the only fair in Mexico, which is a member 
of International Associations related to events such as IFEA and IAFE. 
The level of commitment with the professionalization and improve-
ment, allows us to say with pride that the only person in Mexico with 
the recognition given by the IFEA as a certified executive for festivals 
and events holds the position of general directo.
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Why should the event win the Pinnacle?

The main reason we consider Feria Estatal de León should get the 
Grand Pinnacle distinction is based on: 

Being a successful event due to the innovation and creativity shown 
year by year. This achieves that millions of people visit us, sometimes 
even under not very positive economic circumstances. 

An excellent level for planning, promotion, execution and evaluation of 
the event. We achieve a harmonic result of teamwork from the different 
departments involved which outstand: Ticket Office, Gate Control, 
Safety & security, First aid, Firemarshalls, Vendors, Concessions, Enter-
taiment, Marketing, Media, Operations among others.

Our community outreach programs together with the broadcast 
campaigns’ success, have achieved to place us as Mexico’s most 
important Family Fair. Every year we receive visits of organizing 
committees from other fairs in the country, either to know the business 
and administration model or to know the new entertainment shows we 
present. 
 
Since one of the fundamental targets of the festivals and events 
around the world is to carry on with the possibility of interacting as 
humanbeings and support human development, not only as individuals 
but as a community. The Feria Estatal de León set as target for 2017, to 
link mexican comunities that live in the United States of America, 
mainly in cities like San Diego, Dallas and Chicago. It achieved to take 
a group of media, which covered these communities in the United 
States of America so that they would broadcast the message of the 
Feria Estatal de Leon is also part of its legacy and is always able to 
receive them to renew and live their cultural heritage. The result 
obtained was highly emotional and it had a great impact and coverage.

Finally and in coherence with the transparency principles and account-
ability, all operations from expense contracts to income records, can be 
inquired by anyone for the sake of maintaining an absolute support 
from the community regarding the administration management of the 
most important family event in Mexico.
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